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Abstract 

Conversion marketing leads converting the prospects into 

customers. Even in the case of life and death in spite of 

high awareness it is difficult to change the behavior of the 

individual then it is quite difficult to change the behavior 

of the consumers by using marketing techniques. There are 

some factors which are helpful in converting the  prospects 

into customers like by training to salespersons, point of 

purchase marketing, establishing emotional connection 

with the brand, by providing value for money to 

consumers, right prognosis for consumer demand, 

generating a meaningful consumer advocacy, disarming 

honesty, making people contagious about a brand and 

innovations.  

 

Keywords: Conversion marketing, point of purchase 

marketing, emotional connection with brands, brand 
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"Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the 

trouble is, I don't know which half." A popular quote 

generally attributed John Wanamaker US department 

store merchant (1838 - 1922) 

 

The above quote emphasizes a major problem of marketing 

i.e. ROI. Despite of spending millions and hiring an army 

of associates, marketers realize that the returns on their 

marketing investments were not worthy. And they are 

unable to relate sales to various channels of marketing used 

by them. Conversion Marketing is a very common 

phenomenon in online retailing for efficient conversions. 

But we think it can do wonders if it is applied in context of 

physical retailing. 

 

If you start feeling tumbling pain in your chest all of 

sudden. You will immediately realized that years of 

smoking, eating junk food coupled with high stress levels 

and lack of daily exercise has at last taken its bill. You are 

rushed to nearby hospital ICU. 

 

 

Doctors recommend a bypass surgery, operation 

successful. Next day when you wake up and you thank 

everybody who helped save you from clutches of death, 

you will surely take an oath to change your unhealthy 

lifestyle. 

What are the chances of you managing to live up to that 

oath you took in the most important moment of your life? 

The answer that comes from a study by Johan Hopkins 

school of Medicine will startle you. The study shows that 

only one out of nine people actually change their lifestyle 

post their bypass surgery. Yes, even in life and death 

situations, a high level of awareness of fact does not 

translate into any real action based on fact. This is 

important information for any professional who is involved 

in behavioral change, more in marketers who spends a lot 

of money on brand awareness building communication. 

While visiting some exclusive outlet of consumer durables 

companies, cement companies and sanitary ware 

companies find shelf stickers and danglers in the shop with 

just company‟s name on it. “Why reinforce the company‟s 

name, inside the company‟s exclusive outlet?” 

 

Despite the fact that most of the leading brands have 

achieved very high awareness scores, the only mantra 

many marketers have is to continue spending more and 

more money on increasing brand saliency, in the hope that 

increases in the brand awareness will lead to actual sales. 

 

For better conversion of prospects into customer first 

principle for success is to focus sales efforts where it 

counts. During the hard times of late 80s, a number of 

studies looked at the differences between successful and 

less successful sales people selling in competitive high end 

business-to-business markets. It was found that less 

successful people tended to focus on opening up more 

accounts where times were lean. They chased every 

opportunity, however small. They were busy, they were 

active-but they were ineffective. The average value of such 

sale fell and overall sales volume fell too. In contrast, the 
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successful survivors of those hard times concentrated on 

their best opportunities. They spent more time in 

developing call and account strategies than in rushing out 

to make extra calls.  

Another clear contrast between survivors and strugglers 

was that they did once they came face to face with a 

potential customer. Less successful people were likely to 

become” talking brochures”. In their anxiety to uncover 

new customer opportunities, they often found themselves 

pitching products in an attempt to interest poor prospects. 

Their tendency was to chase every lead and they were 

rejected most of the time. This eroded their confidence and 

led them to adopt “tell” based selling styles that were 

visibly hurried and communicated an unhelpful sense of 

desperation to buyers. Their call become shorter and hit 

rate fall even further. The opposite was true for successful 

group. Because these sales people focused the effort on a 

few good prospects, and spent time in planning and 

preparation their calls. 

 

Imagine a customer who wants to buy a shampoo is 

standing in front of a gondola in a super market. He notices 

that there are four brands of shampoo on the shelf and he is 

aware of all of them through advertisements. At this point 

of time his purchase decision won‟t be affected by whether 

Madhuri was in its promotion or Aishwarya (no wonder 

companies have paid them a lot). Rather factors like price, 

content, schemes, packaging etc. will decide what will go 

into his cart. So, it‟s worth spending on marketing 

activities which might results into conversion sat the 

moment of truth. Brands need to identify what motivates a 

consumer at floor to select or deselect a product. They 

need to come up with marketing strategies to remind 

consumer who is just going to make a purchase that their 

product is the one they should buy. This Point of Purchase 

Marketing will increase their conversions tremendously 

and is the base of Conversion Marketing. 

 

Exclusive research conducted by brand house reveals that 

as the recession continues to bite, an emotional connection 

with the consumers is the only way to ensure longevity. In 

short, the first brand to be culled from shopping basket is 

the brand consumers care least about. Meanwhile, 

consumer will continue to be loyal to, and even pay a 

premium for the brands with which they have emotional 

connection and provide them with much needed security in 

uncertain times. 

 

Many studies of consumers shopping baskets have shown, 

despite the recession, shoppers are not cutting back and 

trading down in every category.  

While it may seem irrational for them to buy basic ranges, 

yet continues to pay a premium for most loved brands in 

other categories, this trend makes it vital for marketers to 

understand how consumers connect with products. 

Notably, the research revealed that very a few brands have 

succeeded in building a strong emotional attachment with 

consumers. For most brands the level though positive, 

were low. According to Mr. Warwick Cairn, head of 

strategy at Brand House, believes that understanding 

consumer relationship with brands is key to survive. 

The group has interviewed 2000 consumers to determine 

exactly how they form emotional relationship with brands. 

The study identified the importance of „Emotional 

Competitive Advantage‟, a term that describes the simple 

fact that, for all sorts of reasons, people‟s feeling towards 

brands very greatly. “In business, as in life generally, 

emotion makes all the differences in the world. Being 

associated with right emotions in the right degree gives 

you a massive competitive advantage over your rivals.” 

The consumers who participated in the study were asked to 

measure 100 leading brands on seven emotional principles: 

contentment, belonging, compassion, pride, enjoyment, 

excitement and desire. Interestingly, when respondents 

were asked how importantly they felt each was, 

contentment, belonging and compassion took the top three 

spots. While generating desire and excitement is often key 

aim of advertising campaigns, those surveyed ranked these 

two attributes as the least important. 

 

 While technology brands scored highly. Consumers also 

recorded high emotional connections to brands with 

heritage and longevity. Brands which offer novelty and 

excitement, scored relatively poorly. Fast food brands 

suffered from poor contentment and are at the lower end of 

such rankings. These brands have experienced renaissance 

in sales as consumer continue to seek out cheaper eating 

options. Research does not claim that brands for economic 

failure, it is clear that brand fostering strong bonds have a 

genuine competitive advantage against their rivals. Women 

showed more contentment with brands than men. The 

biggest difference of opinion was in retail and food sectors, 

where women were significantly more contented. Women 

and younger consumers are open in demonstrating emotion 

towards brands, while men and older consumers tend to be 

more circumspect. The only field in which men were more 

contented than women was automotive sector. 

Contentment tends to decrease with age and varies by 

region. 

 

Conversion Marketing refers to activities involved in 

motivating customer standing against shelf to drop your 

product on cart, which will ultimately improve 

conversions. It works in sync with other processes of 

company, bringing overall efficiency. For instance, to offer 

cheaper price or a discount, company need to ensure that it 

eliminates wastages and other avoidable cost to pass on 

benefits to consumer. It‟s a strategy which increases sales 
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dramatically without much investment. So, we can imagine 

Return on Investment of such marketing. On the other hand 

engaging a brand ambassador or a television advertisement 

is a costly as well as less effectual media. As clutter on 

television is increasing with number of advertisements and 

channels and again same faces on multiple promotions, 

effectiveness of such media is depleting. 

 

To improve the ROI on marketing spends, more so of 

established brands, marketers will have to clearly shift 

their focus from further increasing awareness to creating 

action Orientation-making sure that consumer, who is well 

aware of your brand while standing in front of all the other 

brands in his consideration set, reaches out to your brand 

and only to your brand. This is not an easy task. Majority 

of the shoppers are not bound loyal and much of the brand 

flirting is happening at the retail outlet in last a few 

seconds before the purchase. Definitely a shelf sticker with 

your brand name and mug shot of the celebrity from 

awareness campaign won‟t be of much help at this 

moment. 

 

The discovery that human brain many a time does not do 

elaborate processing of information but instead takes 

several cognitive short cuts will help the creation of action 

oriented communication at the retail outlet. Conscious part 

of human cannot do things at the same time. So human 

brain can not do a good job of watching the cricket match 

and absorbing the numerous ad messages that prop up 

between the over‟s. The only place where consumer 

conscious brain is actively seeking information on brand is 

when he is at retail outlet. Any memory is not a single 

point in the brain but a connection between millions of 

neurons and in turns numerous other memories. This 

knowledge allows the marketers to discard the age old 

USP theory in the dustbin outside the retail outlet and 

communicate multiple selling points (MSP) to consumer 

while he is in retail outlet. 

For marketers seeking to protect their biggest asset-their 

brand-consumer willingness to ditch products for cheaper, 

unbranded alternatives is a major concern. However, it is 

not the case that consumers are shunning branded goods in 

masse. 

 

A brand may also suffer from changing perception of 

people on famous personalities from time to time. For 

instance take case of Binani Cements where Big B 

(Amitabh Bachchan) was brand ambassador. They have 

decided not to renew their contract with Big B (Amitabh 

Bachchan) and stop the advertisement soon. This was 

triggered after the conflict between Maharashtra 

Navnirman Sena (MNS) and Bachchan Family on Marathi- 

North Indian issue, which resulted into tearing of posters, 

hoardings and blacking of Sign board behind BEST buses 

featuring Big B in Binani Cements advertisement. In India 

such shift in celebrity image happens often. So, we can 

imagine the fate of such investments. 

 

Right prognosis for consumer demand leads to growth. In 

this situation, impact on top lines of the companies will 

depend on their response to concomitant rise in value 

consciousness of their consumers. If the prognosis is that 

the middle class and above urban aam janta‟s income will 

rise, and that agricultural income will rise too, but equally 

that the things to buy will be more expensive, than we will 

see vary value-conscious spending behavior happening. 

Consumer advocacy is possibly the most marketing tool of 

modern times. But it demands a completely different 

mindset and approach from brand owners. 

 

Different mindset: 

 Firstly, the marketers need to learn how to let go. When 

consumers are talking among themselves, there is no way 

the conversation can be „managed‟. There has to something 

inherently interesting about the brand that consumer can 

talk about. The marketer‟s interference has to have a lot of 

sensitivity to this consumer empowerment. It is no longer 

announcement that brands are used to, but a conversation 

starter at best. 

 

Secondly, for generating a meaningful consumer advocacy, 

the brands need to have a point of view. It is no longer 

about what people buy, but what they buy into. Brands 

with distinct point of view about social, cultural or even 

consumption fabric have a much higher chance of 

generating advocacy. That‟s why body shop and i-phone 

does not need much of mass media advertising. A brand‟s 

point of view needs not necessarily to be lofty and asking 

for fundamental change; it can be simply belief about a 

category. But unfortunately, most brands in India don‟t 

have one today. 

 

Thirdly, advocacy calls for a disarming honesty. This is a 

difficult bit. In India, marketing essentially meant pulling a 

fast one. We „claimed‟ lime in detergent that did not have 

any; we created „claim-level‟ ingredients by just putting a 

ridiculously low amount of it and hammering it on the 

mass media. False claims are likely to create crusaders 

against that brand. Nike has faced it, Wall-Mart has faced 

it. Back home, ask Coke, Pepsi or Cadbury the power of 

such consumer activism. 

 

Power of Influence: In psychology, there are three distinct 

ways to influence the people-coercion, persuasion and 

contagion. Coercion refers to the use of force-in marketing 

term, a monopolistic situation. Persuasion is the use of 

logic-this is what most of the marketing and advertising 

community is used to. Most ads are some form of 
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consumer logic-be it betterment of living style or 

betterment of life. Contagion-is about exposure. There has 

to be something in the brand that when people are exposed 

to it they become carrier of it. This is the most evolved 

form of marketing and it has done well, it can be the 

biggest asset a brand can ever have-consumer advocacy. 

New trend is evolving in India, where marketers are trying 

to create more number of shopping occasions beyond the 

usual Diwali period. Hence, creating lucrative offers 

during these periods ensures good returns especially since 

New Year is evolving as a big business not just in South 

India but across the regions. Deals done by different 

retailers on the eve of 2009 and at the beginning of 2010 

areas follows: 

 

 

BIGBAZAAR 

Jeans: Buy 1, get 1 free Men‟s Formal Shirts: Buy 2 at a 

special discount Premier Two: Door wardrobe for Rs. 

4990. 

 

ACER 

Buy Intel Pentium Dual-core lap top at Rs. 19999/ and get 

Reliance Net Connect Broad-band + USB modem worth 

Rs. 3500/ free. Cost to Cost offer on electronics and home 

appliances. 

 

HCL 

Buy a ME laptop and get a Nokia phone worth Rs. 6289 

free. 

 

SHOPPERSSTOP 

On purchases of more than Rs. 30000/ in Oct-Dec. period, 

a customer gets complimentary Gili diamond pendants. 

There are two complimentary Chronotech watches if total 

purchases during this period cross Rs. 1 lac. 

 

WEST SIDE 

Christmas Carnival lucky draw for customers spending 

more than Rs. 1500. Prizes include a trip to Europe. 

 

SPENCER‟SRETAIL 

Cost to Cost offer on electronic and home appliances. 

 

LG 

Year End combo offers, exchange scheme and 0 % finance 

scheme. 

 

PHILIPS 

Free gifts like hair dryer and iron. 

 

WILLSLIFESTYLE 

20%off on purchases above Rs. 5000/. 

 

GODREJAPPLIANCES 

Discounts upto Rs. 3000 on exchange of old models. 

 

Innovation is clearly the engine most organization employs 

to distinguish and sustain their existence. But is it enough? 

Our analysis suggests the lasting value results when 

continuous evolution becomes core to an organization‟s 

DNA and not a discipline on to itself. If goes beyond the 

economic values generated for shareholders and 

encompasses the need of all its stakeholders-its customers, 

its employees, its suppliers and society in which it 

operates. Continuous evolution also implies disrupting the 

status quo in how organizations go to market and serve the 

changing need of its stakeholders. Ingraining such 

principles is not easy. It requires accepting the broader 

purpose of an organization‟s existence, taking a longer 

term view an value creation and fostering a culture of 

continuous innovation. 

 

Let us examine each of the key stakeholders and how 

companies are utilizing their unique needs to generate 

mutual and long lasting value: 

 

1. Customers: Placing the customer at the core of 

innovation process helps identify and manage unmet needs, 

design products that are truly needed and deliver 

exceptional customer experience. A customer centric 

customer designs its organization around customers and 

reward employees based on customer satisfaction and 

experience. Besides creating direct economic value, 

customer centricity helps long lasting brand loyalty and 

more importantly influences and shape consumer 

expectation. Amazon and Best Buy are the good examples 

of organization that run their business on a relentless 

customer centric organization. 

In India, Hero Honda became the largest selling 

motorcycle company by capitalizing on serving unmet 

needs and focusing on life cycle of customer experience, 

through innovative finance and loan services, efficient 

dealer network and mobile workshop. 

 

2. Employees: Employee driven innovation to date has 

been a “nice to have” and not fully capitalized on given 

role employee in realizing value for an organization. 

Companies globally are increasing the need to create an 

organization culture that inspire employees to innovate and 

take calculated risk. International companies like P&G, 

GE, Google and 3M are renowned for providing 

employees space and motivation to innovate. In India HCL 

Technologies unique management philosophy of 

“Employee First” is widely recognized for empowering 

employees to become drivers of growth and creator of 

value for all its stakeholders. 
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3. Suppliers/Partners: Sustainable value can be derived 

through strategic supplier partnership that looks beyond 

the economic value of partnership. They seek to leverage 

each partner‟s capabilities in unique ways and foster an 

inclusive collaborative approach. For example Tata 

developed its revolutionary and market defining product 

NANO by building strong and mutually beneficial 

relationship with its suppliers. 

 

4. Society: While many companies profess the allegiance 

to corporate social responsibility, companies that benefit 

most are those that make it a key and integral part of their 

overall strategy. Tata group is a good example of a 

company that has successfully integrated social 

responsibility into its core values. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

By training to salespeople their efficiency of converting 

the prospects into customers can be improved. Researches 

have proved brands which develop emotional connection 

with the consumers survive in spite of all odds therefore by 

developing emotional connection with brand conversion 

rate can be enhanced. Consumers want value for their 

money by avoiding unnecessary expenditure good return 

on investment can be achieved and consumer should be 

benefited. It will result into good conversion rate. Timely, 

right prediction of consumer demand and good point of 

purchase marketing increases the conversion rate. By 

knowing what consumers buy into rather what they buy 

marketers can improve conversion rate. By making the 

consumers carrier agents of a brand and by bringing the 

innovations can result into good conversion of prospects 

into customers. 
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